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INTERROGATION, (pamela Ceil) 

1998, Nursing Director (Thalassa Nursing Home) 

Para 11: In Aug 98, you assessed him with (a) nursing problems (YES), and 
(b) psychiatric problems (WHAT, 

HOW TREATED? (NB. No change when seen by John Allen (Para 13) 

Para 11: Was your comment that ’ADBC took a long time to answer questions’ 
related to his being un-cooperative or might it simply be that he was taking time to 
consider his answers? 

Para 12: Why should he have been on the floor during the night of 27 Aug 98? 

Para 14: Why wasn’t ADBC assessed for hospital treatment sooner, especially when 
you say his bed sores were a worrying factor prior to 17 Sep 98 

Para 15: In what way did he seem unwell on 21 Sep 98 and how were you able to 
suggest that he may have had a chest infection when nothing at all was apparent to 
CRSF on the same day, or mentioned by him. 

Who was responsible for allowing the sacral sore to develop to the extent it did before 
his admission for treatment???? 

Were you aware that ADBC had told Dr Lord that HE WISHED TO DIE? (If 
yes, ask WHY the family were not informed) 
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Continuation of Statement of: Karl ROBERTS 
Page No. ll 

patient packs antibiotic mtg @ Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza Training suite 81". The diary entry 

further lists the attendees as "Jon Close [’Norton) Eddie Hart (Generics UK) Bob Richards 

(Regent) Donal Tierney (Clonmel) and Anti Sharma (Ranbaxy)"[-Document found at Kent 

offices]. I understand this to be a reference to the UK AB Forum meeting. I have never met 

Bob Richards and I did not attend a UK AB Forum meeting with Donal Tiemey. 

27. There is also a minute for this meeting (Document Reference D397 Exhibit DRR/130/1/X) 

[Document obtained from Kent’s computer system] and a copy (File Reference F47145, 

Exhibit RS/1811) [Document found adjacent to Managing Director’s offices at Norton] that 

suggests that I may have attended this meeting. I am certain that I did not attend this meeting 

of the UK AB Forum. Minutes of this nature were retrospectively prepared for many of the 

meetings of the UK AB Forum and, for reasons that I will explain later in this statement, I 

know that many, if not all, ofthe minutes that purport to record the matters discussed at 

meetings of the UK AB Forum are false. 

29 May 1998                                    ’- 

28. An entry recording an "antibiotics meeting Heathrow" between 10:00 and 14:35 on 29’ May 

1998 appears in the Lotus Organiser of John Clark (Page 4 Document Reference D406 

Exhibit DRR/130/1/AG)_[Document obtained from Kent’s computer system]. 

29. There is a fax dated 11 May 1998 from John :Joseph’s secretary at Norton to Bob Richards’ 

secret~~F.~.e Reference F763_~75 Exhibit RS/53) [Document obtained from the 

home address of Jon Close]. This fax confirms that the next antibiotic .meeting had been 

arranged for Friday 29 May between 10:00 and 12:30 at the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza hotel 

at Heathrow. This fax appears to have been distributed to Jon Close at Norton, Anil Sharma 

at Ranbaxy, Donal Tiemey at Clonmel, Denis O’Neill at Kent, Mike Sparrow at Generics 

UK and Monty Solomon at DDSA. I am certain that I did not attend any UK AB Forum 

i Code A. 


